We recently used a prototype rf dipole magnet to study the spin flipping of a 669 MeV horizontally polarized electron beam stored in the presence of a nearly full Siberian snake in the new MIT-Bates storage ring. We flipped the spin by ramping the rf dipole's frequency through an rf-induced depolarizing resonance. After optimizing the frequency ramp parameters, we used multiple spin flipping to measure a spin-flip efficiency of 94.5 6 2.5%. The spin-flip efficiency was apparently limited by the field strength in the air-core prototype rf dipole magnet. This unexpectedly high efficiency indicates that very efficient spin flipping of the ring's stored polarized electron beam should be possible using the much stronger ferrite spin flipper, which is now being built by the University of Michigan's Spin Physics Center.
Polarized beam experiments are now a major component of the programs in storage rings such as the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) cooler ring [1], the MIT-Bates storage ring [2] , the Brookhaven Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [3] , and HERA at DESY [4] . Frequent reversals of the beam polarization direction can significantly reduce the systematic errors in an experiment's spin asymmetry measurements. An rf solenoid was used earlier to spin flip a horizontally polarized proton beam stored in the IUCF cooler ring containing a Siberian snake [5] with 97 6 1% spin-flip efficiency [6, 7] . However, the spin rotation due to a solenoid's magnetic field integral decreases linearly with energy because of the Lorentz contraction of its R B dl; thus, a solenoid is impractical for spin flipping in high energy rings. Fortunately, the spin rotation due to a dipole's magnetic field integral is energy independent. Moreover, spin flipping a polarized electron beam may be more complex because, in each turn around a ring, a 1 GeV electron's spin rotation is 1546 times larger than a 1 GeV proton's spin rotation. Therefore, we recently used a prototype rf dipole to spin flip a 669.2 MeV horizontally polarized electron beam stored in the MIT-Bates storage ring with a nearly full Siberian snake.
In any flat circular accelerator or storage ring with no horizontal magnetic fields, each particle's spin precesses around the vertical fields of the ring's dipole magnets. The spin tune n s , which is the number of spin precessions *Present address: Indiana University Cyclotron Facility, Bloomington, IN 47408-0768. during one turn around the ring, is proportional to the particle's energy
where g is the electron's Lorentz energy factor and its gyromagnetic anomaly, G ϵ ͑g 2 2͒͞2 1.159 65 3 10 23 . This vertical spin precession can be perturbed by the horizontal rf magnetic field from either an rf solenoid or an rf dipole. This perturbation can induce an rf depolarizing resonance, which can be used to flip the spin direction of the ring's stored polarized electrons [6] [7] [8] . The frequency f r , at which an rf-induced depolarizing resonance occurs, is given by
where f c is the electron's circulation frequency and k is an integer. Ramping the rf magnet's frequency through f r can flip the spin. The Froissart-Stora equation [9] relates the beam's polarization after crossing the resonance P f to its initial polarization P i ,
where e is the resonance strength, which is determined by the rf magnet's field integral, and Df͞Dt is the resonance crossing rate, while Df is the frequency range during the ramp time Dt. In the extreme case of a very strong resonance and a very low crossing rate, the exponential in Eq. (3) becomes very small; then P f is about equal to 2P i . Thus, the polarization's direction is reversed, while the polarization's absolute value is preserved. The apparatus used for this experiment, including the MIT-Bates storage ring [10] and the Compton polarimeter [11] , is shown in Fig. 1 . We used an rf dipole earlier to study the spin flipping of a 120 MeV horizontally polarized proton beam stored in the presence of a nearly full Siberian snake in the IUCF cooler ring and achieved a maximum spin-flip efficiency of 92.5 6 0.5% [12] . The MIT-Bates rf dipole was a two-turn air-core copper coil with an inductance of about 1 mH. We used a simple LC resonant circuit to increase the rf dipole's input voltage to 80 V rms corresponding to an R B dl of 0.07 T mm rms. The 669.2 MeV horizontally polarized electron beam in the storage ring was obtained using the MIT-Bates polarized electron source, LINAC, and recirculator [13] . The beam polarization coming out of the source was about 30%. At 669.2 MeV, the circulation frequency in the ring was f c 1.576 16 MHz.
With a nearly full Siberian snake [14] in the storage ring, the spin tune n s was very near, but not exactly equal to, 
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Since at our energy Gg was about 1.518, the spin tune n s varied from 0.518 for no snake to 0.500 for an exactly 100% snake strength; for example, with a 99% snake, which rotates the spin by 99% of 180 ± , the f 2 r resonance's frequency should be about 0.4997f c .
To locate the resonance we first flipped the polarization with the rf dipole using a relatively large frequency ramp range of 16 kHz. Then we divided the frequency ramp into two equal parts and continued subdividing the range, always keeping the range containing the spin flip. To reduce systematic errors, each polarization measurement was a matched pair with the beam injected with alternating electron source helicity. These data are shown in Fig. 2 
The points shown as open circles all had frequency ranges of 61 kHz, but different central frequencies. Apparently the two frequency ramps, which went well beyond plotted against the ramp time in Fig. 3 . The data indicated that the spin-flip efficiency had a broad maximum near Dt 15 s. We ignored the Dt 40 s point, which was probably partly depolarized by some nearby resonance or some other depolarization mechanism, then we fit all other measured points to a modified [15] Froissart-Stora formula
where h 0 is the spin-flip efficiency due to mechanisms other than the main resonance with strength e. This fit gave a spin-flip efficiency of h 0 81.6 6 4.7%. After setting Df and the rf voltage to maximize the spin-flip efficiency, we more precisely determined this efficiency by using a set of multiple spin-flip runs with various ramp times Dt. For each ramp time Dt, we flipped the electron beam's polarization three times while measuring its initial polarization and its polarization after each flip. As an example, the multiple-spin-flip data set with Dt 10 s is shown in Fig. 4 , where the ratio of the final radial polarization to the initial radial polarization is plotted against the number of spin flips. The solid circles show data for even numbers of spin flips, while the open circles represent data for odd numbers of spin flips. Notice that, in spite of averaging each data point over both electron source helicities, the data still seemed to have a systematic asymmetry of 25 6 7%; this may have been due to some problem in this first use of the new Compton polarimeter [11] . Thus, we fit the data for even and odd numbers of spin flips separately using where P n is the measured radial beam polarization after n spin flips, P i is the initial polarization, and h is the total single-spin-flip efficiency given by Eq. (6). Note from the essentially equal slopes of the odd-flip and even-flip data that the spin-flip efficiency seems to be independent of this systematic asymmetry. Combining the fitting results for both sets of data we got a spin-flip efficiency of 94.0 6 4.1% at this particular Dt.
Then we plotted the spin-flip efficiency h obtained from each multiple spin-flip-versus-Dt run in Fig. 5 . The dashed line is a hand-drawn curve to guide the eye. The spin-flip efficiency reached its maximum at Dt of about 12 s and then dropped for longer ramp times. We observed similar behavior of the spin-flip efficiency earlier in the experiments with a proton beam at IUCF [16] . Averaging of two data points at 10.0 and 12.5 s, where h was maximum, gave a measured spin-flip efficiency of 94.5 6 2.5%. The spin-flip efficiency was apparently limited by the strength of the rf dipole's field.
In summary, we used a prototype air-core rf dipole to spin flip a stored 669.2 MeV horizontally polarized electron beam with a nearly full Siberian snake in the MIT-Bates storage ring. Using the data from Fig. 5 , the maximum measured spin-flip efficiency is 94.5 6 2.5%. Thus, this experiment was a successful test of the spin flipping of an electron beam at MIT-Bates. Now we are building a ferrite rf dipole spin-flipper magnet, which will be much stronger than the prototype and have a better magnetic field uniformity due to its ferrite yoke.
